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— RobeRt FoRtune —
The Botanical Explorer who Changed the Tea World, Part I

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 48.

On a sunlit afternoon in early May 1848, two gentlemen strolled through  
the 175-year-old Chelsea Physic Garden, an apothecary garden in London, 

England, and admired the extensive collection of plants cultivated there for 
medicinal use. The older man was an Indian-born British botanist, John Forbes  
Royle, a Professor of Materia Medica at Kings College and former employee 
of the East India Company. The younger was the 35-year-old 
curator of the garden, Robert Fortune, who was hired two 
years before to steward “the most complete collection of plants 
suitable for botanical instruction…their skillful cultivation is 
to be the subject of his assiduous attention.” Royle had a proposition for 
Fortune. With his previous experience as a plant collector in China, would he 
be interested in traveling back to China, on behalf of the East India Company, 
to collect tea seeds and plants for cultivation in the Himalayan mountains of 
India? His answer changed the world.
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On a sunlit afternoon 
in early May 1848, two 
gentlemen strolled through 
the 175-year-old Chelsea 
Physic Garden, an apothecary 
garden in London, England, 
and admired the extensive 
collection of plants cultivated 

there for medicinal use. The older man was 
an Indian-born British botanist, John Forbes 
Royle, a Professor of Materia Medica at Kings 
College and former employee of the East India 
Company. The younger was the 35-year-old 
curator of the garden, Robert Fortune, who 
was hired two years before to steward “the 
most complete collection of plants suitable for 
botanical instruction…their skillful cultivation 
is to be the subject of his assiduous attention.” 
Royle had a proposition for Fortune. With his 
previous experience as a plant collector in 
China, would he be interested in traveling back 
to China, on behalf of the East India Company, 
to collect tea seeds and plants for cultivation  
in the Himalayan mountains of India? His 
answer changed the world.

Robert Fortune was born on September 16, 1812  
in rural Berwickshire, Scotland, to Thomas and 
Agnes Fortune. Thomas worked as a “hedger,” 
a grounds laborer, on the 800-acre Kelloe 
estate owned by George Buchan, former Chief 
Secretary to the Governor of Madras in India. 
As a Scottish laird, Buchan was interested 
in horticulture and dedicated to improving  
his land. After attending school in the nearby 
parish, Fortune apprenticed on the estate, where 
his lifelong love of plants budded and bloomed. 
This interest led him to further study at Chiswick 
Garden in London and application for the 

newly established Certificate of Horticulture. At  
age 24, he was the third person ever to be 
awarded the certificate.

In early 1837, he accepted a post at the 
Scottish Moredun House, a 194-acre estate 
particularly known for its hothouses where 
exotic plants, such as pineapple and camellia, 
flourished. His time at Moredun House 
nurtured his growing passion for plants from 
foreign lands and strengthened his robust 
constitution. His ambitions then led him  
to a post at the Royal Botanical Garden  
Edinburgh in 1839 followed by, a year later, 
superintending the glasshouses of the 
Horticultural Society at Chiswick Gardens, 
London. Post by post, he increased his 
horticultural knowledge and hands-on 
experience, and was mentored by botanical 
greats such as John Lindley, who worked  
on a natural classification system for plants  
and was the first botany professor at the 
University of London. 

In the hothouses, Fortune experimented 
with mixing compounds to encourage plant 
growth and even added alum to soil to turn  
pink hydrangea blooms blue. He developed 
handling techniques for introducing into the 
hothouses newly arrived orchids and exotica 
sent from Mexico and Guatemala by the  
German botanist, Theodore Hartweg. Little  
did he know, at that time, that he would be 
the one traveling to an exotic land soon – the 
Middle Kingdom of China.
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While Fortune was growing up in Scotland, 
the East India Company was financing  
the British addiction to tea by selling  
Indian-grown opium to the Chinese. The  
Qing Dynasty Daoguang Emperor issued edicts 
to ban opium, which led to a military action  
after the Chinese seized and destroyed over 
20,000 chests. British warships soon arrived 
and war commenced. Three years later saw  
the close of the First Opium War, and the 
Treaty of Nanjing was signed. Part of its 
provisions ceded Hong Kong Island to the 
British as well as opening five ports along the 
coast, where the British could trade and live.  
It also opened up China to botanical exploration. 
The Horticultural Society began planning to 
send a plant collector there. Fortune’s mentor,  
John Lindley, was instrumental in selecting him 
for this amazing adventure.  

Exhilarated at the prospect of traveling 
to foreign soil to collect plants, Fortune also 
realized the danger there with the recent 
end of hostilities between Britain and China.  
Many Chinese people were resentful about  
what they viewed as an invasion into their 
sacred land. Expedition planning took many 
weeks to secure contacts in China and obtain 
references and letters of introduction for 
Fortune to carry with him. While Fortune did 
not argue with the paltry salary of 100 pounds 
per annum, he vehemently insisted on being 
supplied with firearms to protect himself.  
This hard-fought win ultimately paid off when 
the shotguns and pistols saved his life during  
a pirate attack on his boat. 

Fortune spent three years in China and, 
when he returned home to England, he wrote 
a well-received book about his plant collecting 
adventures, Three Years’ Wanderings in the  
Northern Provinces of China. From his travels, he  
introduced over 200 new plants to the gardens  
of England, including jasmine, forsythia, 
chrysanthemum, azalea, rhododendron, bleeding  
heart and kumquat, to name a few well-known 
varieties. For the first time, he observed tea 
plants in their native habitat. At that time, 

botanists in England believed that green tea  
and black tea came from two separate types  
of plants, Thea viridis and Thea bohea, 
respectively. It was a turning point when 
Fortune proved, by examination, that tea 
came from the same plant and that it was the 
processing that created the two types of tea.

Of the many articles he wrote for Victorian 
gentlemen’s gardening publications upon his 
return, the most compelling documents his use 
of the Wardian case, a sealed wood and glass 
box, to transport live plants and seeds on long 
sea voyages. He had used over eighteen cases 
to house his collections and he spread them 
among different ships to guard against losses 
on the way home. Destined to become a game 
changer for intercontinental plant transport, 
the Wardian case was invented in 1829, quite by 
accident, by an English physician and collector.

“I had buried the chrysalis of a sphinx in 
some moist mould [growing medium] contained 
in a wide mouthed glass bottle, covered with  
a lid. In watching the bottle from day to day,  
I observed the moisture which, during the  
heat of the day arose from the mould, condensed 
on the surface of the glass, and returned whence 
it came; thus keeping the earth always in the 
same degree of humidity. About a week prior 
to the final change of the insect, a seedling 
fern and a grass made their appearance on  
the surface of the mould.” 

 — Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward,  
On the Growth of Plants in Closely Glazed Cases

Wardian Case (On the Growth of Plants in Closely Glazed 
Cases by Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward)
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When Fortune accepted the East India 
Company’s proposal to collect tea plants and  
seeds in China, an undertaking that Royle 
proclaimed “will ultimately prove of National 
importance,” he had to give up his role as 
curator of the Physic Garden. At a meeting 
where he presented his last report on gardening 
projects recently completed, the Horticultural 
Society presented him with a generous bonus for 
his valued services. Until the day he departed, 
he was dedicated to ensuring the garden was in 
excellent state. Fortune’s contract with the East 
India Company was clear about his green and 
black tea plant collecting directives, but it also 
allowed him to pursue his own plant collecting 
for private sale to nurseries in England.

Shortly thereafter, he sailed on the 844-ton 
steamship, SS Braganza, and arrived in Hong 
Kong in mid-August 1848. 

“It was a clear moonlight night; such a  
night as one sees only in the sunny lands  
of the East. Those who have anchored in the 
Bay of Hong-Kong by moonlight will agree 
with me that the scene at such a time is one  
of the grandest and most beautiful which can 
be imagined. On this evening the landlocked 
bay was smooth as glass, scarcely a breath  
of air fanned the water, and as the clear  
moonbeams played upon its surface it seemed 
covered with glittering gems.”

– Robert Fortune,  
A Journey to the Tea Countries of China

    
He journeyed north to Shanghai and made 

plans to travel inland to Sung-lo Mountain in 
An Hui province.

“…determined to make an effort to penetrate 
into the Hwuy-chow country myself, where I 
could not only procure the true plants which 
produce the finest green tea of commerce, but 
also gain some information with regards to the 
nature of the soil of the district and the best 
modes of cultivation.”

– Robert Fortune,  
A Journey to the Tea Countries of China

He employed two men from the Huizhou 
(Hwuy-chow) area to accompany him and act as 
guides and interpreters. They agreed with the 
stipulation that he “should discard my English 
costume and adopt the dress of the country.” 
He donned a gray silk tunic and trousers,  
with a padded coat containing large pockets 
for his collecting. To further disguise himself, 
he had his head shaved, leaving a round  
patch at the crown to which a waist-length, 
braided tail was attached with horsehair. This 
hairstyle was required by law of all Chinese 
men to show their allegiance to the Emperor.

A canal boat transported Fortune and his 
entourage up the Huangpu River and into the 
canal waterway system that would bring him 
to his destination. The boat navigated slowly 
when they encountered rapids, which enabled 
him to disembark and “explore the botanical 
riches of the country with convenience and 
ease.” He often sat on the hillsides to gaze upon 
the beautiful countryside.  

“The noble river, clear and shining, was seen 
winding amongst the hills; here it was smooth 
as glass, deep and still, and there shallow, and 
running rapidly over its rocky bed. At some 
places trees and bushes hung over its sides, and 
dipped their branches into the water, while at 
others rocks reared their heads high above the 
stream, and bade defiance to its rapid current.”

– Robert Fortune,  
A Journey to the Tea Countries of China

As they sailed closer to Tunche (modern 
day Huangshan City), he observed dark-green 
tea bushes dotting the hills, a striking contrast 
to the autumn gold of ripening cornfields.  
In Tunche, his mode of transportation  
changed to a bamboo sedan chair, carried  
by his hired servants. 

“Our chairs being ready, we got into them, 
and passing through the town, crossed the river 
and took the road for Sung-lo and Hieu-ning.  
We reached our destination a little before  
dark, and I had the first view of the far-famed 
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Sung-lo-shan, the hill where green tea is said  
to have been first discovered.”

– Robert Fortune,  
A Journey to the Tea Countries of China

In Part II in our next quarterly, we will journey  
with Robert Fortune into the famed tea growing 

regions of China in the 19th century – the 
exalted Sung-lo-shan (Sung-lo Mountain), where 
temple monks discovered  the art of pan-drying 
to produce the first green teas, and the rugged, 
mist-shrouded Woo-e-shan (Wuyi mountains), 
an area of stark beauty where the finest black 
teas have been grown for centuries. 

Wuyi Mountains, China

Named after Robert Fortune who toured the tea 
producing regions in the 1840s under the auspices 
of the East India Company. Darjeeling adds a 
pleasing brightness; Yunnan lends a dark, honey 
colored liquor and delicately spicy overtones.

 TB84S 
 TB84 
 TB84T 
 TB84D 
 TB84H

15g sample 
125g packet 
125g tin 
250g packet 
500g bag

$2.50
$10.75 
$13.00 
$20.50
$39.25

— ROBERT FORTUNE BLEND 41 (DARJEELING-YUNNAN) —


